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EAR ONES: I send you one and all my best wishes for your spiritual

welfare on this day (February 6 ) of my entering into the 75th year of
my earthly sojourn.
You have got the man-body, which is the highest in all creation. The
source of all bliss-the Water of Life-Naam-is
overflowing within
you, for which you have to tap inside to have an everlasting life. You
have joined the various religions t o achieve this divine purpose. You are
social beings and as such you need some social religion to work through
to help your own self as well as to be of help to others. A man is one who
does not live for himself only but lives for others as well. You should rise
above their limits which serve as a casing of the kernel within, to taste the
Water of Life overflowing within you with the grace of a Master, who is
Word made flesh and dwells amongst us. The casing should not be too
tight to affect the kernel, the divinity within you. The religions need
reformation in lifting them from the outer forms and conventionalism t o
the purpose for which they stand.
You are men first, then bear the outer labels of one o r the other religion-so as man we are all one. We are embodied souls-conscious entities-drops of the Ocean of all Consciousness, and as such we are all
brothers and sisters in God and the same God is overhead. This unity
already exists but we forget. Masters come from time to time to remind
us of this very unity. We should rise above conventions, creeds and
castes and love and serve all the poor and the distressed, as divinity shines
in all of them alike.
God is Love and love is innate in our souls. The way back to God is
also through love-love should rule all our actions. We should lay
emphasis on the Direct Vision instead of ceremonialism and books. God
is closest t o our souls and controls us in the bodies, as well as controlling
all creation under His Will.
The Master does not advise you to leave your hearths and homes and
live a secluded life, but while living in the world performing normal
duties of life, remain detached by contacting the divine in you. By this is
meant t o know the divine Word-Naam-reverberating
in all creation.
In the attunement t o Naam-the Word of God-lies the cure of all ills
of suffering humanity. This Naam will manifest in the hearts which are
pure. We should therefore be pure in thought, word and deed to realize
the Truth. "Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God." Let us

turn our hearts t o Him. The life's richest treasure of Naam is within
you-simply hearken to what the Master says. He can unlock the door to
find it.
My Master loved to speak of himself as "servant of the servants" and
spent all his life in service of humanity. We should shun the glamour of
"greatness" and live the new life of service and sacrifice for the good of
all and send out best wishes of peace to all the world over. We may not
have big plans or programs. It will be enough if we start with ourselves in
the environments around us and dedicate our lives t o this service of love,
which will spread the Master's message far and wide and develop a new
life of hope for man at large.
I see the world is oppressed by conflicts of creeds and parties, and dark
clouds are hovering all around us. I pray God like Guru Nanak: "The
world is aflame; save them by Thy Grace, 0 Lord, whichever way they
may be saved."
Let us lead a simple life, which should reveal the divinity within us in
all our actions.
With all love t o each one of you,
Yours affectionately,

KIRPAL SINGH
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On Love and Intellect
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
If after getting Pir [Master] Peer
[pain of birth and death] does not
go,
Then what is the use of taking him
as Master?
AZRAT SULTAN
BAHUwas born in
district Zhang in the Punjab, and
from his childhood, God gave him many
miraculous powers. I am always telling
you that such souls, when they come into
this world, come from God's home,
ready-made, ti, teach a lesson to the people; [from our level] we see that they are
perfecting themselves in this world. The
thoughts of such souls are not like those
of the worldly people, even in their childhood, because always in front of them
they see their goal, and they are always
working to achieve that goal. They do
not rest until they achieve their goal in
this life. And for such souls, sleep cannot
do anything, because they understand
sleep as illegal. Hazur Kirpal used to say
that those who have utilized their nights
have done everything.
Hazrat Bahu lovingly explains in this
hymn that up to this time nobody has
realized God by himself. Guru Nanak
Sahib also says the same thing: God
Himself has put the Guru between the
seeker and God. But there is a vast difference between Gurus and gurus. He is the
Guru Who is absorbed in God, and only
He can connect us with God Who has become one with God.

H

This discourse on a hymn of Hazrat
Sultan Bahu, a Sufi Master, was given
at Sant Bani Ashram, Sanbornton,
N.H., May 4, 1977.
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The greatest pain or suffering which a
man can experience in his life is the pain
of birth and the pain of death. What is
our condition in the womb of the mother? We are hanged upside down for nine
mouths. Similarly, when death comes,
we feel extreme pain. Tulsi Sahib says,
"0 Tulsi, at the time of death the pain
which man is experiencing is more than
the pain of one thousand scorpions
biting." And we go in the refuge of any
Pir or Master to avoid that pain.
Initiation is not the knowledge of
words. Initiation is the responsibility to
take the soul back to Sach Khand. So
Hazrat ,Bahu says that if after getting the
Pir (Master) the pain of this birth and
death is not going, then what is the use of
taking him as Master?

If after meeting a Master mind does
not get peace, then what is the use
of taking him as Master?
If there is any obstacle between us and
God, it is the mind. No matter if we collect all the worldly wealth-gold and
silver and property-no matter if we get
knowledge of the world, no matter if we
learn all the skills in the world, even then
mind is never satisfied. So Saints tell us
that way, that practice, through which
our mind can be satisfied, our mind can
get peace. What is that practice? The
meditation on Shabd Naam. Swami Ji
Majaraj says, "You do Japa-Tapa, austerities, or any type of worship, but
your mind will not get peace." There is
only one way through which our mind
can get peace and be satisfied; that is by
hearing the melody of the Sound Current
Which is resounding within us.

The practice which Saints are telling
us t o d o is not a practice which they have
heard or talked about; it is a practice
which they have learned by doing. Sitting in front of us they explain t o us: "If
you will d o these practices, you will be
saved from the poison of the mind."
When we d o the practices which the
Saints have told us, we take our mind t o
the Brahm, because mind has its origin
in the Brahm. Mind is not a t rest because
he has forgotten his real place. At the
time of initiation, Saints explain t o us
how t o take our mind t o the Brahm, its
real home. After we d o that, mind is
always grateful t o us.
At present our mind's condition is just
like a madman. It is wandering here and
there like any madman wandering in the
forest. If we take that wanderer madman t o his real home, you can think how
grateful he will be to us. It is the same
when we take our mind t o its real home,
because mind's home is not a small one;
he is the owner of very great power; he is
the commander-in-chief of Brahm.
After that, mind stays in his real home
and our soul is free from his clutches,
and then she goes up. When the mind is
taken back t o his real home, he gets
peace, and then he does not create unrest
in us.

The Mahatma who does not have
any counsel to give usWhat is the use of catching hold of
such a Mahatma?
Now H e says, "What is the use of going
t o that Mahatma who does not have any
counsel to give us-who cannot tell us
how t o control our mind, how to give
peace to our mind?"
0 Bahu, if you cannot reach God
without giving your head,
Even then you should not hesitate or be afraid.
Now this is a matter for deep thought: In

the morning meeting I told you, and noM
also I am repeating-what is our condition that we think about the small difficulties we have? Somebody will complain about headaches, somebody will
complain about body aches, somebody
will complain about one or another
minor thing. But what is Hazrat Bahu
saying in this hymn? H e is saying, even if
you cannot reach ~ a c hKhand without
giving your head, even then you should
not hesitate-you should not even think
about it-you should always be ready to
give your head to reach Sach Khand.
Master Sawan Singh used to say that in
Sant Mat, the biggest sacrifice is a small
one. Just think what a prize we will get!
Now, whenever we take birth, we always
have t o face death. And how we arrange
for the materials with which to live this
worldly life easily! But neither the worldly materials nor this body are going to
stay with us. Our own body is not even
everlasting. Our real home is Sach
Khand, in which there is no birth, no
death. There is no fear of old age there,
nor is there any fear of taking birth
again.
So, Hazrat Bahu says, ~f we can reach
that region where there is no pain and
suffering, where our soul meets the
Oversoul and achieves eternal emancipation-if, to achieve this, we have to give
our head, then we should not even think
about it; we should give our head in
order to get it.
The Mahatma Whose bani we are
reading, Hazrat Bahu. never slept at
night. It is a very famous thing about
Him that He always stayed awake at
night in the sweet remembrance of God.
He used to walk around the streets of the
city at night.
Reading thousunds of books, everybody has becotne learned.
Now Hazrat Bahu is making us understand: What are we doing? We are trying
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to search for God in the books of this
world, from the knowledge of this
world. We are equating Him and comparing Him with what is written in the
books: in a certain book it is written
about Him like this, in another book He
is described as that, and so forth.
We may study a book in which instructions on making food are written, but
all we can learn is how to prepare food in
this way. From that book we will only get
information; there is no food in it.
Reading it, we will not taste anything nor
will our appetite be satisfied. If we
follow its instructions, make that food
and then eat it, only then will our hunger
be satisfied. That is why Saints say, "0
man, you have read all the outer books,
now read the book of your own bodythe book of six feet." Because all knowledge has come out of man. Man is the
father of all knowledge. That is why
Hazrat Bahu says, "Reading thousands
of books, everyone is called a learned
man." But we are not ready to walk even
one step in the direction shown by these
books.
If you want to travel to India, what
will you do? First of all, you try to get information through books or directories;
then you consult itineraries in order to
find out what time the plane leaves Boston, where you will be stopping, where
you have to change planes, and when the
plane will arrive in India. It is true that
you can get this information from
books; but you cannot travel to India only by doing that. You can travel only
when, according to the instructions in
the book, you go and buy the ticket and
get on the plane.
But there i5 still an easier way to do all
this. The one who wants to go to India
will give up all his books on the subject i f
he has an opportunity to talk with someone who has been to India. I f he takes
advantage of his company, he can travel
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to India very easily. In the same way, if
you give up those books and go in the
company of that Saint Who has come
from God, He can easily guide us and
take us back to our goal.

They don't know how to read one
word of love,
So all of them have forgotten.
When I went to Delhi I met many people
who were talking about books. I said
only one thing to them: "Whatever God
Kirpal, Hazur Kirpal, has told you to
do, have you ever done that?" They had
no answer. I am giving you my solemn
promise that if we had meditated according to the instructions of our Master, we
would not have gone astray or wandered
here and there. It was because Hazur
showered much grace upon us that He
recommended that we keep the diary.
But what did we do about keeping the
diary? No doubt we kept it, and recorded our failures and mistakes; but we never tried to weed out those mistakes.
Many dear ones have shown me their
diaries, but the mistakes they did in the
past month they are still doing now.
They are understanding their duty to fill
out the diary forms, but they are not
understanding their duty to give up
those things. When with our own hands
we record a mistake which we have
done, and then again we record the same
thing, what is the use of keeping the
diary? We have to give up our failures
with the same love with which we keep
the diary.
So Hazrat Bahu says that we are not
learning the lesson which our Master is
teaching us, and that is why we are wandering here and there. What lesson does
the Satguru teach us? He tells us to collect all our scattered thoughts with the
help of Simran and reach up to the third
eye. Reaching this place, we climb onto
Shabd with our soul and go back to our
real home.
7

I f the Beloved gives one glance with
His gracious eyes,
He can liberate millions.
Hazur used to say that everything lies in
the eyes of the Sadh, because eyes give to
eyes and eyes recognize eyes. Bhai Nand
Lal said to Guru Gobind Singh [his
Master], "To You it is a question of one
glance; to me it is a question of my whole
life." Once in Rajasthan, one man came
and touched Master's feet. Master said,
"What is lying down there? There is only
earth. I a m standing up. Look into my
eyes." Guru Nanak says, "From the eyes
of Saints, nectar is flowing. At whomever the Saint is looking, He is giving the
nectar through His eyes, and He makes
Him His own." That is why Hazrat Bahu
is saying that if Master looks with His
gracious eyes even once, He can liberate
millions. All Saints say the same thing.
Guru Nanak says, "Whoever is liberated
is liberated through the eyes."

But if a learned one glances a million times,
He cannot help even one to cross the
ocean of life.
Now, on the other hand, H e is talking
about people who have read many books
and have bookish knowledge. He says
that even if a man has read many books
and gotten that knowledge, he may
glance for thousands of times at anyone,
but he cannot liberate even one person.
That is why Mahatmas say, "0 blind
man of intellect, use the eyes that the Satguru has given you. There is one eye
which is as precious as a jewel, and there
are others which are worthless."
The goals of love and intellect are
different.
Between love and intellectual knowledge there is a great distance.
Now Hazrat Bahu says that there is a
great distance between intellect and love.

Love wants to manifest its Beloved, but
intellect is always telling us to d o this or
that. Our intellect is always comparing
with the books.
When the Baluchistani Mastana heard
the voice from within-"Kem Chand, go
and search for the perfect Master or Kal
will take off your skinM-he went to
many places including Multan, Sanglah
and Montgomery. Again came the voice
from within: "I am sitting in Sikanderpur"-in
the Punjab. Then he went to
the feet of Master Sawan Singh. Before
coming to Him, he was worshiping the
god Sat Narayan; but when he came into
the refuge of Master Sawan Singh, He
told him, "Mastana, you leave that dead
Sat Narayan, because I want t o give you
the living Sat Narayan." (Mastana's
name was Kern Chand; the name Mastuna was given to him by Master Sawan
Singh.) Mastana Ji told the Master, "For
me, all the Gods-Ram, Allah-they are
all dead." The Beas people use the word
Radhasoami, but Mastana said, "For
me, Radhasoami is also dead." He explained: "For me, only You are living,
my Sawan Shah." Then he said,
"Everywhere there is Sawan Shah.
Sawan Shah is everything. I have caught
Sawan Shah and I don't care about
Naam and Sach Khand; because Satguru
has seen the Naam, but we have to catch
the Guru. One who has caught the Guru
has caught the Naam."
This is the difference between intellect
and love that Hazrat Bahu is talking
about. Mastana Ji did not even know
how to sign his name in Punjabi, but in
fakiri (Sainthood) he was practically successful. He brought glory to the name of
Master Sawan Singh in our area of Rajasthan.
0 Bahu, those who have not dealt
in the merchandise of loveThey are the losers in both the
worlds.
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Now Hazrat Bahu says that those who
have not created love within them are
dead in this world and moreover they are
dead in the Beyond. Those whose minds
are dead are always afraid. When we
know that the day will come when we will
die, why don't we take our life and surrender to our Guru-in His love? Guru
Nanak says, "That place that you have
to reach after dying-why don't you
reach there while living?" Dadu Sahib
also says, "0 Dadu, die before death;
after death everyone is dying."
Those who have learned the lesson
of alif [God]They do not read other things.
Our Satguru, Hazur Maharaj Ji, was a
very learned man in this world. He wrote
many religious books: Gurmat Siddhant
was a very big book [in Punjabi] written
in two volumes by Him. Reading that
book, no one can say that the One Who
has written that book is not one with
God. But even so, Master used to say,
"To write books is the work of mind and
intellect; it is not a criterion of Sainthood." If a person has written a very
good book, that does not mean that he
has become one with God or has known
God.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say,
"Go within and see how the famous writers of the world are being tormented by
the Negative Power inside." Master Kirpal also used to say that when the man
who has obtained a master's degree
comes into Sant Mat, he has to become a
child of five years old.
Bulleh Shah was a very learned man.
His Satguru, Inayat Shah, was illiterate.
When Bulleh Shah went to his Master, he
asked Him, "0 Master, tell me how to
realize God-how to achieve God." At
that time, lnayat Shah was uprooting onions and transplanting them. He said,
"0 Bulleh, what is there in realizing
God? You have to uproot your mind
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from one side and plant it on the other
side." In other words, you have to uproot your mind from the world and plant
it toward God. That is why those who
learn the lessons of oneness do not learn
the lessons of duality.
They catch Sujati [Dhunatmak],
leaving Safati [Varanatmak],
And achieve their goal.
Saints give us two kinds of Naam-one is
Varanatmak and the other is Dhunatmak. Varanatmak Naam is only for collecting our scattered thoughts, because
they are very much spread out in this
world. We are habituated to do simran,
and Simran cuts the simran. That is why
Saints give us Simran of some words. We
can only catch the Dhunatmak--Naam
with the help of that Simran. We can go
up to stars, moon, sun, with the help of
that Simran; but after that the Simran
will not be effective because Master's
Form is manifesting there and that Form
is what takes us up further. When we
reach that stage, what is the Master telling us? To catch that Dhun-that
Sound. That is why Hazrat Bahu says
that those who achieve this stage have
left the Varanatmak Naam and have gotten hold of the Dhunatmak Naam. Eventually they become the owners of Sach
Khand.

They understand their mind as a dog
and do not give him what he asks
for.
Now the one who has caught hold of that
Dhunatmak Naam, what is the condition
of his mind? He treats his mind like a
dog. One who keeps a dog as a pet, it is
up to him whether to give food to that
dog or to punish him; whatever he wants
to do with his dog, he can do it. But we,
the worldly people, have made the mind
our master-our pir-our guru and our
owner. Whatever he asks for, we give it
to him. We supply food to our mind by
9

indulging in worldly pleasures and
worldly things; but souls which are free
from the clutches of mind never provide
it with food.

Why should they have any worries,
0 Bahu?Those who have manifested Him
within them.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that it
would be better to bring a carpenter to
one's house to make whatever we want
made, rather than t o g o t o him every
time. Similarly, Hazrat Bahu says that
those who have achieved God-why
should they worry about the world? So
we also should create love for our
God-because we cannot fly with the

wings of intellect and go see our Master;
o n this Path, we have to fly with the
wings of love. If we have real love, true
love, we will not feel any pain in our
body. You see, if a man is attached to a
very mean or unworthy love, he stays u p
at night; how that love keeps him awake!
A thief loves stealing and in his love he
remains awake at night and performs
many robberies. But we don't have love
for Naam. If we have real love, we will
get u p early in the morning. Sadhu Sadaram says, "Now I am in love, I am
speaking to the lovers, and I am talking
about the lovers." S o it is required of us
also to create love for Satguru Kirpal
within us s o that we may travel back t o
our Home very soon.

At the Lifestream Warehouse
Sant Ajaib Singh
to visit your warehouse
and my only wish is that all of you
who are working here should love and
respect each other. With the spirit of love
and respect for each other and working
hard, we should always remember God
also, Who has given us all these things.
Saints d o not teach you to give up your
work, your children, or your society, and
go into the wilderness. But they do teach
us that .while living and working in the
world,.while carrying on all responsibilities which we have been given, we also
have to d o the devotion of God and take
our soul back to Him from Whom it
separated long ago. The great thing is
that all of you who are gathered here are
doing your work, earning your own livelihood; moreover, you are devoted to
God too. This is arranged by God
Himself sitting within us. He Himself
chooses whom He has to bring in this
company [Lifestream], and whom He
has to put on the Path of Naam. Only
those who are having good fortune will
come and work in this company.
Guru Nanak Sahib said, "For what
purpose did they come in the world, who
did not meditate on Naam?" He further
said, "Their coming in this world is useless if they are not doing the meditation
of Naam." Without Naam, the control-
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'M VERY GLAD

This impromptu Satsang was given
after Sant Ji completed a tour of
the warehouse of Lifestream Natural
Foods in Vancouver-a Satsangiowned and operated company-on
June 22, 1977.

ing power, there is no value to this body;
and besides Naam there is nothing which
can go along with us. Only sitting in the
human body can we do the devotion of
God and meditate on the Naam. We cannot meditate and do the devotion of the
Lord while incarnated in the bodies of
animals or birds. The manmukhs (the
devotees of mind) have to come again
and again in this world. If there is any
body that is best among all classes of
bodies, that is the human body; we know
how the bodies of animals and birds are
suffering.
Kabir Sahib has said, "When you
become feeble and unable to work, when
old age creeps over you, then how are
you going to do spiritual practices?"
Kabir Sahib used to visit one farmer's
family who were very rich. There was
one old man in that family whom Kabir
Sahib advised to do the devotion of
God, but he would reply, "Now my
children are young, but after they have
grown up, then I will do the devotion of
God." His children grew up and after
that he expected his grandchildren. Then
he said, "When they grow old, after that
I will do the devotion of God." But
death doesn't wait for anyone. It comes
at the exact time. When death comes,
wherever one is attached, he will go there
and will get birth at that place where he is
attached. Because this farmer was having
love for the family and was attached
there, when he died, he again came back
into the same house . . . same family . . .
as a calf there. And when he grew to the
size of a bullock, the. family members
SANT BANI

used him in plowing the fields, and as
long as he was useful to them they used
him. After that when he became useless,
they gave that bullock to one person who
trained him to pull a heavily laden cart.
As long as he was useful to that cartman,
he used him. After that, he gave that
bullock to one oil merchant who used
him in grinding and in turning the oil
mill. And as long as he was useful, there
he was kept, but when he became useless,
he gave that bullock to the butcher.
What did the butcher do with him? He
killed him and sold the meat of that
bullock and he gave the skin to the cobblers. After that the cobblers sold the
leather to the persons who were making
drums, and from his hide they made a
drum. After that, daily in the morning
and the evening, they played that drum.
So looking at his condition, Kabir Sahib
said, "First of all you became the
bullock and you plowed the fields, and
after that when you were useless, you
pulled the cart. And when you became
useless for that, you were sent to the
oil merchant and you worked there. And
when you became useless there, you
were given to the butcher. He cut you into pieces and you were cooked and your
skin was given to the person who made
the drum. In that way you suffered the
reaction of whatever karmas you had
and now the remaining karmas you are
suffering-you are paying off-by getting a beating twice daily in the morning
and the evening."
This is God's special grace on you that
the people who are owners and managers
here are also devoted to God. Moreover,
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the people who are working here are also
very fortunate because they have got the
company of the devotees of God. But
they should be very grateful to God, and
moreover, they should try to learn from
the devotion of the organizers.
In Lahore, there was one perfect meditator named Chhaju Bhagat. Once he
saw two people who worked in the fields,
unable to work because, at that time, it
was raining. They were concerned about
the food for their children because
whatever they were earning in the day,
they were taking care of their children
from that. So when they were talking
with each other, Chhaju Bhagat
overheard them. He gave them the
Simran and told them, "You sit here and
do the Simran which I have told you and
continue doing Simran for that many
hours which you were going to spend in
the work, and whatever wage you were
getting, I will pay that." So they sat for
doing Simran and after sitting for only
ten minutes, their mind played a trick on
them and they thought, "This is very difficult work." So they looked on both
sides and they got up from meditation
and said to Chhaju Bhagat, "Whatever
time we have spent here, that ten
minutes, we are leaving that also. We
don't want pay for that. This is very difficult work, so we are going and we don't
want anything from you."
So Satguru has showered much grace
on you and He has given you that Simran
which you can do even when you are doing your work. You have been brought in
contact with people who will inspire you
with work as well as with devotion.

Creating the Good Life
ALVA ALDRICH
of US have developed the beneficial habit of maintaining the diary
form on a daily basis as prescribed by Baba
Ji Kirpal Singh and His Spiritual Son Sant
Ji. Master Kirpal Singh has compared our
good fortune of being given the practice of
the diary to the older days when "clothes
were washed by thrashing against rocks,
while nowadays we have got to the stage of
dry cleaning, without the use of water." It
is a very rare blessing indeed to have a
creative tool whose value far exceeds the
comprehension and gratitude of our little
minds. Who among us can measure this
priceless gift of Mercy?
Like any other tool, the diary must be
used properly for it to be effective. Its
beneficial effects are cumulative if done
on a daily basis with the correct attitude.
Time and time again, Master warned us
not to make the diary into a mechanical
habit nor to d o it with the attitude of "I'm
a sinner, I'm a sinner, I'm a sinner." The
mind is very suggestible and believes anything we tell it over and over again. We
must be alert and filled with purpose when
we perform our daily introspection. This
task should be ajoyous affair with the purpose of creating new habits and making
self-introspection not just an evening action, but the living sword of discrimination we carry with us throughout the days
and nights.
Let us examine some positive habits we
can put into action as we develop the fine
art of self-introspection. T o free ourself
from the possibility of making the diary a
mechanical function, we must approach
introspection as a challenge, the challenge
of Man-Making, enlivening it with definite purpose. Master gave us the challenge
when he said, "we must be consciously aware of every thought that passes
through the mind." He also gave us the
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purpose: t o weed out our negative
thoughts, words, and deeds, replacing
them with virtue. When we weed out flower beds, we d o it not for the purpose of
bringing attention to the lack of weeds, but
rather to enhance and bring forth the
beauty and fragrance of the flowers.
Likewise, we are not to use the diary
t o simply become aware of our lapses but
more importantly to nurture and strengthen the opposing virtues which leave no
room for negativity. Rather than saying,
"Aha, I have been sinful this way or that
way," let us tag on to it, "This means I
must develop this virtue or that virtue."
Our attention should not be given over to
the recognition of our failures but should
be given the challenge of picturing us performing the same thought, word, or deed
in light of the needed virtue, seeing it as being true here and now. Through repetition, our mind will come to believe and accept it as fact. The self of tomorrow is born
of the thoughts of today.
The diary is a creative tool by which we
may rebuild our entire being into a fit instrument attuned to the Merciful Master
Power. If we integrate introspection and
prayer with the burning desire to step
beyond our old habit patterns into a new
life of positive virtue, fragrant with Love
for the Master, and if we believe and see
ourself as doing this, asking for the aid of
our Lord of Lords, we will truly become
disciples of the Word. I t is the ultimate
challenge to restructure our entire life
around our Radiant Sant Ji and our Beloved Kirpal. We must remember that we
are never given a task beyond our capacity
to carry to conclusion. We may make this
dream a reality through the power of
creative thought via the diary, heart-felt
prayer kindled by burning desire, and the
Divine Mercy of our God-Man.
SANT B A N I

Song of the Winter Children
Oh Father
Can You hear us singing to you?
We are singing to you . . .
A l l around us Your mercy is falling like
the snow.
We counted ourselves among the dirt and pebbles.
You found the souls in stones.
Now the color of earth is forgotten under
this diatnond snow.

If it weren't for you, one innocent faqir,
Who would hold out t o us the dream of purity?
WENDY SCHONGALLA
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A Very Intricate Matter
Maharaj Kirpal Singh Ji
a television interview in Mexico City, Dec. 11, 197.2

Q

Master, we would like to ask you ifyou are in accordance
with the opinion of Pope Paul?
THE MASTER: What is his opinion?
QUESTION: That the devil is the cause of all the ills and badness in the
world.
THE MASTER: The truth remains that God made the universe. There
are two aspects: one is going into expression, the other is receding back.
The word Brahm is used to mean the Power going into expression, which
is the cause of all expression in the universe. This is called "negative."
The other Power is "positive," which brings back souls t o God.The
Power going into expression is called by some as "Satan" o r "Devil"; it
is called by the Rishis as Brahm.
These are two Powers made by G o d just as electricity somewhere
burns fire and somewhere congeals water into ice. The Power is the
same, but it has two expressions: one going into expression, the other
receding back. H a d there been n o Power going into expression called
Brahm, there would have been n o world whatsoever.
T h a t Brahm has the law, "As you sow, so shall you reap." That
Brahm Power is very just. Naturally, the incarnations of Brahm, when
they come into the world, their job is just t o punish the wicked, uphold
the righteous, and set the world going. This matter is very intricate, I tell
you. Further, I will just give a n example: T h e King is the appointing
authority of the Commander-in-Chief; he is also the appointing authority of the Viceroy. T h e two work for the sake of the King; it is the King
who has given them power. But their work is different. When a city is in
trouble, the civil officers hand it over to the military. What d o they do?
They punish the wicked, fire and kill some, save hundreds of the
righteous. When it is in order, they hand it back t o the civil.
[The television commentator tries to move on to the next question, but
the Master says: This is not the end-all. There are some things further to
be explained, a few words more, if you want full; if you want half a
reply, it is u p t o you. This will go t o the world population, you see. Now
we are responsible.]
T h e Commander-in-Chief knows fully well that he has been given
power by the King by which he destroys, he kills, etc., etc., but still he
UESTION:
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never says, "I convey to you the orders of the King." It is the
incarnations of the Positive Power who say like that; they are the Saints.
Those who come like the Commander-in-Chief, they say, "I
order- fire! " Different expressions, but both at heart know that they
have got this power from God. This is done only so that the Word can go
into expression; otherwise there would be no world. So our own actions
and reactions bring on these things-all the troubles, killings, this and
that. As the incarnations of the Positive Power, the Saints look after the
souls and take them back to God.
The world never ends. It goes on changing from Kali Yuga or Iron Age
to Golden Age. The Negative Power goes on punishing, to set the world
right and let it keep going-not to depopulate, but so that it can continue
to go on. And the Positive works to take our souls back to God. They
work for the good of the righteous people.
Mind is the Negative Power working within each man. Its work is
always to keep you away from God-to keep you awake in the world. So
naturally punishment is there; killing is there; wars are there; sometimes
plagues are there. These are functions of the Negative Power and come
first; then the righteous people will come up. The Golden Age arises
from the Iron Age-it won't fall down from Heaven all at once. So
awakening is there, east and west both. People are fed up with all these
February 1978
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things and they want the way out; the other way is what is wanted.
The Negative Power is very equal: he does not spare the incarnations
of the Negative Power even. He is also punishing the Negative. For instance: Rama killed the brother of Ravana. Then Rama came in an incarnation as Lord Krishna. Then that man who had been killed came as a
dacoit in the wilderness and killed Krishna. He came to Krishna and said,
"Well, I have done wrong." But he said, "No, no, I killed you." So he
does not spare even the incarnations, you see. The day of judgment is
individual and also as a whole, as a class.
The other part, I tell you-the world is now entered in its changing
from cycle to cycle. The Rishis say that four trillion years may bring the
world t o its end. The world is not going to end but change-for the
better.
If the judgment as a whole comes, the land will slide, the water will
come up, but the righteous men will be saved. Two or three years back,
somebody wrote me from America: "The continent will be under water
and people running t o the hills. What is your opinion?" I told him no
such thing would happen. Don't worry. If it comes, fix your faith, for
already we have it. So mark my words. The day of judgment is for each
individual and for classes also: Vietnam and other things are going on,
but righteous people are also going on.
QUESTION: What is the meaning of "Science of the Soul?"
THE MASTER: The science of the soul is God's work. We are souls
under the control of the Negative Power. So incarnations of the Positive
Power come to save them and bring them back to God. The other day in
my talk I said that there should be no revolution of the body-not the
body-but of the evil propensities of the mind-that which takes man
away from God. There should be a spiritual revolution, and that is going
on. I replied to this question in my talk day before yesterday-everybody
is now getting such an experience openly, to save, at large.
Awakening is going on all around, in the east and west. That means
the Golden Age is arising from the Iron Age, and the Science of the Soul
is for that.
All right; thank you for your cooperation. The real Life is going on,
with God's grace. . . . Well, it is-those who are wicked are punished; it
is a probation, you see. I told you in my talk the other day that a spiritual
revolution is going on now. The righteous will find that this is not the
revolution of the body, but of the evil propensities of the mind. Mind is
the slave of the Negative Power. Had there been no Negative Power,
there would have been no world whatsoever.

S A N T BANI

An Eternity in Ten Days
Random notes on the November trip to Rajasthan by Marcia Gajowski, Bill Grout,
Graham Gibson, Chris Hecht, Tim and Faye Mather, Marc Rubald, and Sharon Yulish
COMPILED BY BILL GROUT
WAY-in physical termsto the village of 77 RB. From Colorado, it is literally halfway around the
world-over 12,000 miles. Although I
felt a growing excitement as the day to
leave drew near, it wasn't until we actually landed in Delhi that I woke up to the
fact that it was actually happening. I had
written to Master Kirpal Singh in June of
1974 asking Him if I could come to India. Three months after He left the body,
I received a letter from Him-dated
three days before He left the body-saying yes, you may come to India. Now,
with His Grace, I was finally going.
T IS A LONG

I

*

*

*

Riding in from the Delhi airport, I
couldn't stop grinning. First, you hear
the birds-seemingly millions of them.
(Now I understand why the bird sounds
in the background of Master Kirpal
Singh's Morning Talks tapes were so
loud.) Then you notice the odors-fragrances of vegetation, ripe smells of
animals, the acrid odor of incomplete
combustion in the marvelously battered
cars and buses, and many more smells
impossible to identify. There were people
everywhere-on foot, on bicycles, on
motor scooters-people eating, sleeping,
cooking, answering nature's call. For the
observer, at least, life in India has a texture that is completely missing in our
more glossy society. People's lives are
more devoted to simple tasks, and
everything is right out there in the open.

*

*

*

I f Delhi was a sharp contrast to life in the
U.S., 77 R B seemed out of another cen-

tury. Sant Ji's ashram is tawny colored,
made of the mud, dung, and straw of
Rajasthan. I t looks very much like the
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adobe forts of the Old West-I was reminded of Fort Garland in southern Colorado where Kit Carson was once commandant. A wall surrounds the compound. Inside, there is a room with
several long tables (the mess hall), four
rooms with rope beds for visitors (the
barracks), a two-story section which
doubles as satsang hall and Sant Ji's
residence, and a kitchen. I thought of
Gopi Chand, the neophyte sadhu, whose
mother advised him to "live in a strong
fortH-under the protection of the Master. At Sant Ji's ashram, we not only lived directly under the Master's protection, but we lived in His fort as well.

*

*

*

At the first darshan, Sant Ji said, "I am
so happy to see you now that we are
friends-after
meeting you all in
America. I love you more than my own
body."

*

*

*

For the first two or three days there, Sant
Ji just grew more and more beautiful.
But when I tried to meditate, I would remember Sawan Ashram with Master,
and I'd be thinking of the little things
that Master would do there, and my
mind would say, "This is impossible.
Sant Ji can't possibly be that Power
working now." Every time I was with
Him, it was so obvious that He was that
Power, and every time I was alone, those
same little doubts would creep in. On the
third day, at one darshan, I looked at
Him, saw clearly how He knew everything I was thinking, and wondered how
I ever could have doubted. When I went
out of there, I thought, "Oh, boy! I can't
wait to see my friend Linda at home and
tell her He's for real!" Later, my hus-

band and I had a private interview with
Him, and we asked Him if there was any
way in our love for Him we could be unfaithful t o our Master. H e said no.
"Because I am connecting you with
Him," H e said. "I'm inspiring you t o
meet Him."

*

*

*

At 77 RB, the animals lived right in the
ashram with us. There'd be people
meditating, and not ten feet away a water
buffalo would be quietly munching
greens from a trough. A baby water buffalo was even born while we were there
-right in the ashram. It was like stepping back into another time. Nothing
was wasted. The animals worked in the
fjelds and gave milk t o the people-and
t o their own calves-and in turn were fed
lovingly and with great attention by the
sevadars. (Sant Ji Himself would come
out to look over the cows and water buffalo several times a day.) W e didn't go
out of the compound except t o go o n
short walks with Sant Ji, but it was clear
that we were at the center of everything.
Who'd want to go anywhere else?

*

*

*

It's true that it's incredibly peaceful
there, but it's not altogether quiet. Especially when I sat down t o meditate, I'd
hear all kinds of sounds. But they'd be
homely sounds, sounds that spoke of living close t o the earth and of devotion t o
God. The first sound I'd hear each morning at 3:00 a.m. would be the bell to get
u p for meditation-Sant Ji Himself ringing it. Later, sitting outside wrapped in
blankets against the cold, I'd hear the
village people shouting t o each other
across the fields-at 3:30 in the morning!
A t about 5 a.m., the people in the next
village would start their morning chanting. All day there would be sounds of
birds, of sevadars singing snatches of
bhajans, of children squealing, of buffaloes snorting, of the occasional tractor
20

going by outside the compound. One afternoon we were sitting in meditation
with Sant Ji when the sevadars started up
a hand-powered machine that chops up
greenery for the cattle-chunk-a-chunka-chunk-a-really loud. I thought to myself, "Well, if I can't ignore it, 1'11 just
hook my simran to it." The trouble was
they'd run the machine fast, and then
slow, and then they'd stop it altogether
for a while. And that's the way my Simran went-fast, slow, and then stopped
altogether.
After one of the meditation sittings,
Sant Ji asked us how our meditations
had been. One young man said not so
good, that he'd been having a "brainstorm" the whole time. Sant Ji said,
"The best way to fight a brainstorm is
with a Simran-storm."

*

*

*

Simran, more Simran, and still more
Simran-that's the message that Sant Ji
emphasized, just as H e had done on His
western tour. Whatever your problem,
H e said, just d o more Simran and it will
be solved. One Westerner said after a
meditation session that he found he had
been listening t o Simran instead of doing
it. Sant Ji said yes, once it became automatic, the process was more like listening. It takes effort in the beginning, H e
said, but eventually it becomes effortless.
In any case, it is really the Master's Simran that helps us across-not our own.

*

*

*

"Well, how was your meditation?" Sant
Ji asked me. I said that I'd practiced hard
o n my Simran the previous night and all
that morning, and I thought it was constant-until I sat down for meditation.
H e laughed and said, "Don't think:
'Now my Simran is constant.' Just d o it.
Reflecting on your progress is just
another trick of the mind."

*

*

*

During meditation sittings in His presSANT BANI

ence, when He cleared His throat or
moved around in His chair, I felt so
soothed and comforted. It was as though
He was saying to His children, "I know
you are fighting the pain; I know you are
fighting the mind. It's all right; I'm
here. "

*

*

*

From the journal of a Westerner: "Last
night at darshan I was with Master Kirpal. Without my asking, before my very
eyes, I sat at long last with my beloved
Kirpal. He sat there for several seconds,
wet-eyed and great. He sat there for me,
and my heart cried out. Then, suddenly,
He turned into apple-cheeked Ajaib,
looking at me as though to say, 'I just
wanted you to know who was running
this ship.' "
9

*

*

The monthly satsang, held under
spreading trees near the village, was very
beautiful, but it saddened me greatly. It
seemed to me that the Indians take their
Guru so much for granted. Eating,
drinking, and chatting for three hours
after satsang! But that night I couldn't
sleep, so I got up to take a walk. And lo
and behold! Such merrymaking came
from the kitchen, and I heard Sant Ji's
voice. So I peeked around the wall, and
there was Sant Ji in the midst of His villagers, having a Tuesday night bash! I
got greedy. Stumbling about in the dark,
I tried to get closer without being seen.
Pappu came over and asked if there was
something I needed. I was embarrassed
and said no, I was only eavesdropping.
He invited me in to the outskirts of the
group, and I was overjoyed. It was only
after a few minutes of staring at Sant Ji
that I realized I was probably quite a
sight for the villagers. In my excitement,
I had forgotten to cover my head, and I
was wearing checked pajamas and
yellow-tinted aviator glasses-and
a
shawl. Hurriedly I covered my head with
February 1978

my shawl and tried to hide the rest of me
under it, too.
Sant Ji was like I had never seen Him.
Chatting, telling funny stories, laughing,
His villagers interrupting Him here and
there with jibes. No wonder the villagers
seemed to me not to take Him seriously
-He is theirs. They are simply His kids,
with none of our Western hang-ups and
pretenses. To think that they loved Him
less than we did was the worst kind of
egotism.

*

*

*

At one darshan session, one of the group
said, "Sant Ji, the longer I stay here, the
more I get the impression that we can't
please the Satguru without doing everything He says perfectly. Is that true?"
"Yes," Sant Ji answered seriously.
"That is true."

*

*

*

One morning after group meditation, a
few people complained about the flies.
Sant Ji laughed and said, "Only two flies
in the room, but they seem to be bothering everybody!"

*

*

*

Except for those few people in our group
who had put in a lot of accurate meditation time at home, most of us had to deal
with the pain that comes when you're not
used to sitting perfectly still for a full
hour under the gaze of the Guru. When
asked about this, Sant Ji's usual comment was: "You must learn to bear the
pain. When your body becomes used to
sitting still, the pain will go away. Until
then, there will be pain-sometimes even
more than you are having now." I don't
know what other people went through,
but for me the pain occupied all my attention for about five days. My mind
kept telling me that I was having to go to
Sant Ji's torture chamber twice a day. If
I sat hunched over, my back would hurt;
if I kept my back straight, my legs would
hurt; if I propped up my legs, my ankles
21

would hurt. I asked my mind what it
would take to bear the pain, and it said
for $100,000 it would bear it. For money,
yes; for God, no. Then one morning I sat
for the full hour without any pain at all,
but my mind kept telling me I was having
pain. It had become an obsession. After I
got through that, I had evidently paid my
dues, because I didn't have to deal with
pain anymore after that.

other. When H e came back, they would
quickly close their eyes again. When
asked about their meditations, they
would then describe these great experiences they'd had-but the Master knew
what was going on. The Master is always
watching you."

*

*

*

Many times I had heard it said that true
Masters are "in the world but not of it,"
*
*
*
but the true scope of a Satguru's purity
During one meditation sitting, I found
from worldly thoughts never hit home to
that my simran, my breathing, and my
me until one darshan session when Sant
heartbeat were all in rhythm. The longer
Ji told a story about Himself. H e said
this went on, the louder my heartbeat
that when H e was seven or eight years
became until my whole body was pulsatold, H e built a large number of sand casi n g - k a - ~ ~ u ka-THUMP,
~~,
ka-THUMP. tles-"a
house for each member of my
My simran was certainly constant, but it
family to live in-and one also for God.
felt as though I was going t o explode a t
But later I smashed them all-except the
any minute. S o I would break the simran
one for God. My father saw me doing
and start again. When I asked Sant Ji
this and asked what I was doing. I told
about this, H e told me not t o break the
him what the houses were for and exsimran. "Keep the simran going," H e
plained that I had smashed the houses
said. "And ignore the heartbeat." It
for my family members because they
worked.
couldn't help me at the time of death, but
*
*
*
had saved the one for God because H e
could. My father was very impressed by
"Why d o we have so much pain when
meditating in Your Presence but not so
this. H e had tears in his eyes and offered
much when we meditate in our rooms?"
t o sacrifice everything for me. But I
could see already that he could d o
asked one of the Westerners. Sant Ji annothing for me at the time of death. Even
swered: "Because there you can move
when you feel a little pain. Here you
at that age, I was not attached to the
world. Even now I d o not have any imknow I'm watching you. There is a story
pression of the world in my mind."
in Rajasthan about a girl who is sent to
*
*
*
the fields t o keep the birds away from the
One of the group asked Sant Ji one day if
crops. Instead of doing this, she goes t o
sleep. When she wakes up, she sees some
the rainbird and moonbird that the Masbirds and chases them away. Later, her
ters often talk about really exist in India.
H e said yes, that H e had observed these
father asks her if any birds came, and she
says no, not while I was asleep. We debirds, as well as the cuckoo bird. This
lude ourselves in the same way. Hazur
bird is black like a crow and its eggs are
similar t o the crow's eggs. It lays its eggs
Kirpal used t o come t o Rajasthan o n
in a crow's nest, and the female crow hattour, put people into meditation, and
ches them, thinking they are her own.
then leave for a few hours t o visit peoLater, after the little birds learn to fly,
ple's homes or take care of corresponthe mother cuckoo, who has been watchdence. While H e was gone, people would
ing all along, gives her young some of her
open their eyes and start talking to each
SANT BANI

attention, and calls to them. and they fly
away with her, leaving the crow very
angry. "In the same way," Sant Ji said,
"Kal is the crow who hatches the baby
cuckoos (disciples). Then the Master's
Voice calls them and they fly away out of
Kal's clutches-leaving Lord Kal very
angry."

*

*

*

From a Westerner's diary: It is just unbelievable how much concern Sant Ji shows
for our personal comfort. He comes to
the dining area from time to time to
check on our food, asks every day about
our accommodations, our health, insisting that we rest for two hours after
meals (which takes the guilt off when we
do feel like resting). When we first arrived, He would ring the bell right at 3:00
a.m. The last few mornings He has been
ringing it about 3:30. We thought He
must have overslept! But then He told us
He had been ringing the bell late because
He'd been concerned that we weren't
getting enough rest. "I wanted to be sure
you were fully rested," He said, "because you need a strong body to meditate
properly ."

*

*

*

The food at the ashram is literally out of
this world. When we found out that Sant
Ji personally picks the vegetables we eat,
that everything is parshad, it tasted even
better. He said once that the food is good
because it is honestly earned, grown right
on the ashram land with the sweat and
simran of the sevadars. Whole wheat
chapatis, curried vegetables (potatoes,
cauliflower, etc., with no spices), homemade yoghurt, rice with raisins and
cashews, warm milk (fresh from the
cow), and tea. Because He knew how
good it tasted to us, He continually advised us to leave the table with some appetite left. "You have to work hard to be
able to digest this food easily," He said,
"and Westerners are generally not used
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to it. There is a story about a farmer who
loved Rajasthani food very much,
especially whole wheat chapatis, lassi (a
kind of buttermilk), and raw onion, all
of which are hard to digest. He said, '0
God, this food is so good I wish the
whole world could eat it three times a
day.' Just then a Westerner came by, saw
what he was eating, and said, '0 God,
please don't make me eat this food even
once a day .' "
On tour with my Master in 1972, I experienced periods of deep depression
when I realized how far I was from true
living. This didn't happen to me in Rajasthan with Sant Ji except on one occasion. That was when He said that when
an initiate does something bad, both
the Master and the Negative Power are
watching, and the Negative Power taunts
the Satguru, saying, "Why did you initiate
this person? Look at what he is doing."
A wave of fear and guilt passed over me
at that moment that I thought would literally tear my heart in two.

*

*

*

Time and again during our stay I was
struck by Sant Ji's selflessness. T o see
Him sitting in front of us, saying, "I am
the only one who is telling you to
meditate," was humbling. For He is the
Chief Meditator, One Who doesn't need
us at all, Who sacrificed His very Self for
our sake at the orders of His Master.

*

*

*

In answer to a question about how to
avoid depression, Sant Ji said that if one
meditates and maintains a pure life,
there is no question of not being jolly all
the time. "If you maintain real chastity
for six months, you will feel that happiness. The reason you get unhappy is
because you cannot concentrate; you
can't concentrate because your lives are
not pure. Hazur used to say that when
one who has led a pure life comes in contact with a Master, i t is just like dry gun23

powder coming in contact with fire-it
explodes immediately. The reason we
don't explode-don't have that bliss-is
that we are like wet gunpowder. Our lives
are not pure, so the Master has to dry us
out first. A pure soul has a fragrance, but
it is rare that one can smell it. Even if you
can smell it, you may not be able to stand
it if you are not pure yourself. There is a
story of a cobbler who was used to smelling only the bad odor of curing leather.
One day he walked into a street of perfume makers, and the fragrance knocked
him unconscious. Some foul-smelling
hides had to be brought to revive him.
That is our condition."

*

*

*

For a few days in the middle of
November, one of the beds in the ashram
was occupied by an elderly Sikh from
Toronto named Jivan Singh, who had an
amazing story to tell. After considerable
soul-searching about the successorship,
he had prayed for three days straight,
asking the Master Kirpal to show him
where the Satguru Power was manifesting. On the third day, Sant Kirpal appeared to him, took him on a "tour" of

the ashram in Rajasthan, and told him t o
go there. He dropped everything and immediately got on a plane for India. When
he got to Rajasthan, Sant Ji showed him
around the ashram, leading him to specific vantage points-up on the roof, for
instance-that provided the exact same
views he had seen in his vision. When he
mentioned this to Sant Ji, He just
laughed.

*

*

*

Just a few hours before our plane was to
leave, Sant Ji gave us a final darshan at
the Baggas' house in Delhi (for He had
come back to Delhi with our group to
give some satsangs there, thus giving us
an extra blessed day with Him). When we
were all snuggled around His feet, He
said, "Is everybody happy?" Everybody
kind of squealed. Then someone said,
"We'd be a lot happier if we could take
You with us, Sant Ji." He closed His eyes
for a moment, then turned back to us
very tenderly. "Just now Master Kirpal
has told me from Sach Khand that the
love of the dear ones will certainly bring
me back to America soon." Voices cried,
"When? When?" and He just smiled.

Marim Elena serves the Master
SAN I BANI

The First World Tour of Ajaib Singh, Part V

The Last Three Weeks
RUSSELL PERKINS
with the assistance of Michael Raysson

MIAMI AIRPORT
We left Bogota on Monday, August 1,
1977, and flew to Miami via Braniff International Airlines. T o her (and our)
great joy, Maria Elena Garcia, a devoted
Bogota satsangi and Braniff stewardess,
was assigned this flight. Not only did she
thus have an opportunity to serve the
Master directly, but her knowledge and
competence made things easier for us all
in Miami.
Ever since the difficulties at Victoria
of getting into Canada, I had been apprehensive about Customs. But this
time, thanks to Maria Elena and the excellent arrangements of dear Carlos and
Ana Perez at the airport, everything
went smoothly. Again the Florida satsangis were waiting eagerly with a room
rented and reserved for Satsang upstairs;
this time their hopes were fulfilled, and
Sant Ajaib Singh gave a very powerful
Satsang there at the airport hotel. He was
very pleased to see all the dear ones there,
and they were overjoyed to see Him.
A number of Floridians joined us on
the airplane for the trip to Boston, although we sadly said a sweet goodbye to
Maria Elena. On the flight up, Chris
Cowell showed Sant Ji some of his beautiful photo collages of both Him and
Master Kirpal (one such appears on the
front cover of this issue). Sant Ji was
very struck by their beauty and studied
them intently for a long time. We arrived
in Boston in the late afternoon in the
midst of a driving rainstorm.
BOSTON A I R P O R T
We left the plane and walked into
Boston Airport to a welcoming crowd
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that, if quieter than the one in Bogota,
was bigger. As we came through the door
into the main lobby it seemed as if the
whole airport was full of satsangis. As
we walked along, Sant Ji greeted one person after another; as we halted for a moment, a man stepped u p t o me and told
me quietly that he was from the Massachusetts State Police. "Can you move
this crowd out of here fast?" he wanted
to know. "Yes," I said; "If H e leaves,
they will all leave." H e said, "Good; I'll
help. This crowd is just a little too big t o
suit us." I conveyed this t o my wife
Judith, who had made arrangements t o
have a brief darshan at the airport while
we waited for the luggage to come
through; now all that was canceled and
we went straight to the car. As we left the
airport we saw that it was pouring rain, a
real deluge; the majority of satsangis
followed us to the car nevertheless.
When we got in the car, I asked Judith
for the keys. "The keys!" It turned out
that the keys had been given t o the dear
ones bringing the luggage; if the original
plan had been followed, they would have
been at the car before we were. Someone
was dispatched t o find the keys, while
Sant J i and His party sat in the car. The
rain was coming down in torrents, but a
large crowd of satsangis was plastered up
against the car nonetheless, eating and
drinking His darshan as they had not
been able to d o for months, some of
them. Sant Ji was concerned about their
getting wet; H e asked me to convey t o
them that maybe they might be happier
under cover (He did not order them t o
go); but not one of them would go. Finally
25

the keys arrived and we started for Sant
Bani Ashram, saying a temporary goodbye to those dear brothers and sisters.

SANT BANI ASHRAM-A UGCJST
We arrived at the Master's house at the
Ashram the evening of August 1, 1977,
after a two-month absence. The first two
days were rest days, as much for the sake
of the party as for Sant Ji; although all of
us had been sobered by His illness in
May, and all of us remembered the
weariness of Master Kirpal on days when
He was over-booked by His zealous disciples. He took a few walks on those first
days, and greeted many dear ones informally. The first Satsang was held on the
evening of August 4, the first group
meditation and darshan the following
morning; that day a full schedule of
private interviews took place, and for the
rest of the three weeks it was like that.
The group meditations and darshans
held every morning were especially powerful, and in the Satsangs almost every
aspect of the Path was covered in a very
systematic way. The number of people
increased daily, as everyone realized that
it was his or her last chance to see Him
until God knew when; so day by day
more and more people arrived, coming
from all parts of the United States,
Canada, Mexico, South America and
Europe just to see Him and/or get initiated by Him. By the end of the stay
more than eight hundred persons were
attending the Satsangs. To give a sense of
these final days of the tour, I quote from
the reminiscences of Michael Raysson:
"After two weeks' absense in South
America, Sant Ji was returning. Gurubrother Shipp Webb and I arrived at the
airport three hours early. With careful
planning, we picked a parking spot
which would be right by Sant Ji's car. In
our mind's eye, everything was beautifully prepared for a blessed darshan at
26

the airport, and then we would follow
right behind Sant Ji on the way home.
We went in with high anticipation.
"Alas, we had to get luggage and
hardly got to see Sant Ji at the airport at
all. Then, the person who was driving
His car parked, by accident, in the wrong
spot. So we were out of it there-but it
didn't matter anyway because a piece of
luggage we were supposed to take back
didn't arrive until a half hour after Sant
Ji left. Speeding to catch up, we took the
wrong turn and went twenty miles out of
our way. We arrived back at Sant Bani
Ashram feeling utterly miserable . . . So
began the most wonderful month of my
life.
"It rained heavily that night. Next
morning after breakfast, Sant Ji went
out for a walk. Radiant and smiling, He
told us He was very happy with the
Westerners and, speaking of the rain,
said, 'Even the gods are happy with
you!' Then He looked at me and said,
'Michula Raysen, where were you last
night?' . . .
"Sant Ji was resting for the first two
days, but we settled into the schedule of
work and meditation. The first project I
had was building an outhouse. It was a
wonderful job and had the special advantage of being directly across from
Sant Ji's house, and we had several beautiful darshans. Wherever a Godman
walks, that is the True Heaven, and so
for those few days at Sant Bani, the little
pool and simple cabin were every bit the
equal to the Mansarovar and Golden
Temple of the high planes.
"The real Nectar Pool however came
when we began the morning meditations
at Sant Ji's feet. Sant Ji said one time
that nobody can ferry across on their
own meditation, that it is only a Saint's
meditation that ferries the rest of us
across to Sach Khand. Well, at those
times it became obvious, at least to me,
SANT BANI

Who was really doing the meditation.
Like a clod who can hardly dance without stepping all over his toes, suddenly
performing graceful ballet-there was
magic in the air. And this was the special
magic of Kirpal.
"Every day the battlefield (as Sant Ji
called it) grew more intense and vivid.
Each soldier went out and did battle with
his mind; and I believe that in one way or
another, almost everyone had to come at
least a little closer to the essence of Sant
Mat.
"Here I would like to say something of
my Kirpal. On my last trip to His physical feet in India, in 1973, sometimes I
would exclaim something like, '0 Master, we have found a great treasure here!'
Each time the Master would reply (sometimes pointing His finger), 'No. No.
That is within.' In this and in many other
ways on that trip He taught me that
Master is not the body. So, in my own
small way, I know that Master is not the
body. My deep reverence is for that body
in which God Kirpal initiated me into
Naam. But really my Master Kirpal is
spirit, the spirit of God. That Spirit Kirpal has never left us.
"So Sant Ji came among us, the
hungry hearts, and that Spirit of Kirpal
was there. And He gave us a boost to
come to that Kirpal within and He gave
us strength to fight our enemy, to do our
Simran, to increase our meditation.
"Strangely wonderful were those last
days at Sant Bani. There was one very
sweet lesson I got about the all-encompassing attention of a Saint. I was following behind and to the side of Sant Ji
as He was walking along. He was not
looking at me and seemingly took no notice of my presence. All of a sudden
though, very very softly I heard Him
whisper, almost musically, my name. So
now we may be far away and He may not
be looking our way-but if we are re-
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membering Him, He cannot forget us."
Among the many highlights of these
days was Sant Ji's visit to the home of
David and Ann Wiggins and their three
children, Thomas, Christina, and Sarah.
David was the first New Hampshire satsangi, initiated in 1962 shortly after my
wife Judith and I moved back here. His
initiation preceded even the holding of
Satsang in this area. Since that time
seven members of the family, spanning
three generations, have been initiated:
David, his wife Ann, and his son
Thomas; his brother Gerard and his wife
Roberta; and his uncle Robert and his
wife Anne. Other members of the family, notably David and Gerard's father
and mother, Richard and Ruth, and their
maternal grandfather, the Rev. Howard
Hare, have been very deeply touched by
both Master Kirpal and Sant Ji.* All of
the family except Mr. Hare, who is now
in his 90's and living in Massachusetts,
were present at David's house. Present
also was an aunt who visited the family
only at long-separated intervals; this was
her first visit in four years, and she only
stayed for a few hours-centered around
the time of Sant Ji's visit to the house. A
sometime student of spiritual things, she
voluntarily asked Sant Ji if this was her
karmic destiny to meet Him in this way,
to which He replied, "Yes." Much love
was showered on the whole Wiggins
family, especially on Ruth and Dick, to
whom He said (even though they were
not initiated), "I have more love for you
than 1 do for them!" Altogether, it was a
marvelous time.
* The following incident involving Master Kirpal
and the Rev. Mr. Hare is reprinted from Sat
Sandesh, December 1972, p. 25: "On another occasion, a very old retired Christian minister was present, the grandfather of an initiate; the Master
treated him with great respect . . . The gentleman
taid, ' I feel peace in your presence, Sir, but I can't
call you Master.' The Master smiled at him and
asked. 'What is your age, Sir, if I may ask?' The
gentleman replied that he was 87. The Master said,
'All right, just take me as your younger brother.' "

And s o was the whole three weeks a
marvelous time. As the days sped on and
more and more people kept arrivingmany of them dear ones who had met
Him o n the tour and wanted to see Him
once more before H e left-the charging
and spiritual power that was flowing so
abundantly got greater and greater, till it
seemed at times that it was more than we
could bear. The days were marked at the
beginning and end with meditation and
darshan in the morning and satsang in
the evening, and in between were the interviews-hundreds of interviews, day in
and day out, in a never-ending stream, as
immense efforts were made to include
everyone before the end.
The last week was specially powerful:
on Monday, August 15, the last and biggest initiation of the Tour was given at 3
a.m. in the Satsang Hall at Sant Bani
Ashram; 70 persons took Naam in an initiation of great peace and power. O n
Saturday, August 20, the great 1I-couple

wedding, already described in the December issue of SANTB A N I ,took place.
On Sunday, August 21, the anniversary
of Master Kirpal's leaving this world, the
endless chain of interviews broke as Sant
Ji spent the afternoon in solitude. On
Monday, August 22, all of the people
present were divided alphabetically into
groups of forty persons or so and group
darshan was held continuously all day
long. Finally, on the afternoon of Tuesday, August 23, Sant Ji sat on the dais
under the great canopy for the final time,
sang His beautiful song to Kirpal once
more, and gave out parshad to everyone.
Then into His waiting car and off to
Boston airport once again-this
time
followed by an unbroken line of 103 cars
(a non-satsangi neighbor sat on his porch
and counted them as we all passed his
house). There was also a bus, chartered
by the satsang for the benefit of those
people who had no rides. That was full,
as were all the cars.
SANT B A N I

At the airport, many more satsangis
from all over were waiting. One young
man from Tennessee had learned only on
the last day that Sant Ji was in the country; he flew to Boston only to meet Him
at the airport. The airline (TWA) was
very kind and allowed us all to wait by
the gate in a special room. At least a
thousand people were packed into that
room, and the power, charging, and
jollity pouring from Sant Ji was so allpervading that it was impossible to be
sad. He made us happy; we couldn't help
it.

Finally it was time to go. At His request, everyone lined up along the walls
of the room and down the corridor so
that He could greet them one final time.
Slowly, slowly, He walked down that
enormous line, which extended way
down the corridor in the wrong direction
(there wasn't sufficient room in the right
direction) so that He had to retrace His
steps before boarding the plane. One last
final wave and He was gone.
Some time later I received the following letter from Him, written the day after
His arrival in Delhi:

SANT AJAIB SINGH'S LETTER
August 26, 1977
Y MOST BELOVED Russell Ji and all Sangat at Sant Bani Ashram:
May Master's Grace and Love be upon you. With all His Grace we all
reached here safely and happily. At Rome we were waiting for the Italians t o
come in the transit lounge, but they were not able to come t o the lounge.
When we were going to board on the next plane for Delhi, suddenly all of
them showed up, but still they were not allowed t o come in so we requested the
Police to let us go out for a while and with Master's Grace that happened, so
we met all the dear ones there. There were some people from England, some
were from Austria and most of them were from Italy. So everything went fine
with His Grace. On August 25th we arrived at Delhi and there were many
people at the airport who were waiting for us. Mr. Oberoi was present there
with a bus full of satsangis to receive us. Our plane was delayed by a n hour, so
they waited for a long time.
We have received the jeep and tomorrow morning I will be leaving for
Rajasthan. Many dear ones including S. Rattan Singh are here. They came t o
receive us.
Rest all is fine with Beloved Kirpal's Grace. In His Great Name, once again
thank you and all the dear ones in the Ashram for all the loving service they
did and for all the service you did during the tour. Convey my love t o all the
dear ones in the Ashram.
With ail His Love,
Yours affectionately,

M

AJAIB SINGH
P.S. Do your meditations regularly and devotedly.
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Anyone Can Do It
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
M o r n i n g darshan at Sant Bani A s h r a m , A u g . 8 , 1977

S

JI: Now, if anybody wants to ask a question about meditation, he can.
QUESTION: If the mind is wandering and I don't seem to be able to get
it together to meditate, is it better to do something else and then go back
to meditate, or just stay in and fight it?
SANT J1: You should d o Simran. Right from the beginning when you
sit you should start fighting with the mind. And you should always tell
him that you are not going to obey him.
Mind is such a power that t o control it without Simran o r without
Master's Grace is impossible for a human.
Even doing Simran, we need the Grace of Master Power. Because
behind the Simran, the spiritual Power of the Sant Satguru is working.
Swami Ji Maharaj said, "Kill your mind with the strength of Master.
Only by using the power of Master can you control the mind."
QUESTION: What should one do if one hears sound from the left side
while doing Bhajan?
SANT JI: You should not listen to it.
QUESTION: Master, it seems that when I do Simran really well, m y
body slips down, and then m y mind tells me m y body is down. And I
realize that I'm down, and i f 1 don't get up I'll fall. What should I do?
SANT JI: When you are sitting, first of all sit correctly. Once you have
taken any position, don't move at any cost. It is the work of our mind t o
disturb us in our meditation. Either he will make you feel like stretching
in the body, or he will tell you t o get up early. H e is always going t o
disturb you in your meditation.
Kabir Sahib said, "The mind is such a thing that first it brings the
inspiration within us t o d o devotion, and after we begin, it tells us to
leave it. And then we start thinking we will d o it later." This is the way
that mind is keeping us in the state of neither doing devotion nor leaving
devotion.
QUESTION: When m y body works hard, I have trouble sitting for more
than an hour in the morning and a half hour at night because Ifall asleep
right a way from being physically tired. This seems to be in the way of my
meditations, but it doesn't seem right that I should stop work and just
be- well, I'm not a Saint yet. I don 't know what I should do about this.
ANT
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SANT S I : [Laughs]You see, those who are working very hard, because
of tiredness, they feel sleepy. And those who d o not have any work to d o ,
they have the problem that the mind always brings sleep t o them. S o the
problem of sleep is for everyone, whether he is working hard or not. But
when we have to d o the devotion, and when we are here for doing meditation, we should understand that this is our most important job, and for
that, no excuse is accepted.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Doing the worldly work all day, o n e does
not get tired. But when the time comes for meditation o n the Lord one
feels as if someone has put stones on his head." One becomes a Saint
only after doing meditation. Without meditation nobody has achieved
the status of a Saint. You can also become a Saint in this lifetime if you
meditate.
Kabir Sahib has said, "Devotion is just like a ball with which people
are playing on the ground.'' Anyone can take that ball away, whether he
is man or woman, whether he is of high caste or low caste, whether he is
poor or rich. Those who have love and devotion, they can take that ball
of devotion.
And Master also used to say the same thing. In the book Pita Put, H e
has written very clearly: "Spirituality is not for only one particular
family, o r one particular place. Anyone can achieve it." One time that
Lord manifested in Ravidas, the cobbler; one time H e manifested in
Kabir, the weaver. And the same Lord manifested one time in King Pipa
and the same Lord manifested in Sejho Bhai [a famous woman Saint]. It
is not true that only the poor have achieved it and not the wealthy people,
or that only the wealthy people could d o it and not poor people, o r that
only men have become Saints and not women. Those who have worked
hard on this Path, those who did meditation with full love and devotion,
they achieved that.
QUESTION: Sometimes I'm not sure i f m yfocus is lower than it should
be. It seems like it might be. And I was wondering if more concentrated

Simran would bring it up-or maybe it's my head going down.
SANT JI: Many times I have said this thing: right from the beginning,
when you sit for meditation, you should fix your gaze right in the center
of the eyes. And after that you should not move it u p o r down. You see,
when we are thinking, if we think anything about this world, then also
our attention goes right into the eye center, because our mind and soul
are tied together here. Whatever thinking or whatever mental activity we
are doing, that happens only from this center.
We people d o not understand this. If we did, we would see that this
practice which we have been given is very easy, simple, and natural,
because we are very deeply connected to the eye center. Without
exerting any pressure and without making any effort, our attention,
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our awareness, goes right into that place.
QUESTION: NOWthat I'm sitting more and doing more meditation, my

mind is cursing me. I grow very tense. I used to feel very much peace
when I let the mind wander sometimes and come back to the center
sometimes. Now it is such a battle and I don't know what to do.
SANT JI: We should always continue our struggle with the mind. If you
are trying to throw out the enemy from your home, or you are trying to
control your enemy, naturally he will rebel. Kabir Sahib has said, "In
this world nobody is an enemy of anybody. Only the mind is the enemy
who is residing in everybody."
QUESTION: Since I've been here I've noticed I have great pain in my
back and my legs. I don't normally have that when I meditate; I don't

know why only here. Is it the Negative Power working?
SANT JI: In India it is said that Harijans, or untouchables, who have
not been given the opportunity to go to school and get knowledge, are
mostly illiterate; and now also it is true. There was one man from that
caste who didn't know how to read or write. But still he would pretend he
was a learned man. He would always carry a book, saying that he was a
learned man. Because the others also were illiterate, nobody knew
whether he was learned or illiterate. But when he came to another town
and some people brought some letters to him and requested him to read
them, because he didn't know how to read, he made the excuse, "The
book which I have learned, I left it in my home. This is not a thing that I
have learned. "
So it is the same thing here also. In your home, whenever you want,
you can move, and you do. But here, when you have to sit in the
battlefield with all the other soldiers, at that time you are feeling much
pain. The Negative Power has nothing to do with it.
And I saw that you were sleeping today. [Laughter]

Bhajan Book Ready
The long awaited bhajanbook, Songs of the ~ a s t e r i is
, finally finished;
it contains 64 pages, 24 bhajans in English transliteration, plus many in
Hindi & Punjabi script. An English translation of every bhajan is included as is Sant Ji's discourse, "Dance, Mind, Dance."The book is intended to be used in conjunction with the bhajan tapes available from the
Sant Bani Tape Service. Please send $2.50 per copy to Sant Bani
Ashram, Franklin, N. H. 03235, U.S.A.
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